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Deepak Chaurasia calls upon BA JMC fresh blood
DARE TO BE DIFFERENT
...was the call that Deepak Chaurasia made to the fresh batch students of BA JMC
with impeccable valiance in Delhi Metropolitan College (DME) on August 17.
The words "Seekhna Khatam Toh Jeetna Khatam" (Learning stops, Life stops)
poured power into the hearts and souls of young minds as he narrated the long,
hard journey he had completed to reach where he is today.

Mr. Chaurasia and the students
engaging in a Q&A round.

As chief guest of the Orientation Ceremony for the new batch of DME Media
School, Mr. Deepak Chaurasia charmed the students with his magnetic presence
and indomitable attitude. Co-founder of Aaj Tak, Mr. Chaurasia posited that there
is no shortcut to success by sharing anecdotes from his years of journalistic
experience in the ﬁeld. Currently the Consulting Editor and Prime Time Anchor at
News Nation, he also shared various ethical dilemmas that he faced as a reporter
and how he used creativity to make a niche for himself.

In the packed Nelson Mandela Auditorium, senior authorities of DME also addressed the new students and their parents
with gusto and warmth. Justice Bhanwar Singh, Director General, DME, emphasized that a fearless and honest journalist is
the most respected person in the society. He added that the moral values of journalists should be the highest priority in this
profession.
Mr. Vipin Sahni, Chairman, DME, addressing the parents and the new students, said that the mutual
understanding of the student and teacher is important to achieve something in life. Prof. (Dr.) Ambrish
Saxena, Dean, DME Media School, said that the lessons learnt and the motivation received from Mr.
Chaurasia would guide the students on the right path.
P r o f . ( D r. ) R a v i k a n t
Swami, Director, DME
c a l l e d D e e p a k
Chaurasiathe Amitabh
Bachchan of the media
i n d u s t r y. P r o f . ( D r. )
Susmita Bala, Head, DME
Media School proudly
called the session a new
feather that has been added
in the cap of DME Media
School.

Mr. Chaurasia answering students’ questions

A special short ﬁlm on Mr.
Deepak Chaurasia prepared by the production team of DME Media School was showcased during the event. The session
concluded with Q&A round followed by refreshment and a group photo with the chief guest.
- Deepika Dhawan
- Priyanka Naithani
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Sel es and movies mark the beginning of rst year
It is wisely said that, 'No river can return to its source, yet all rivers
must have a beginning'. The day arrived for the new batch of DME
Media School to start a fresh journey of their life. On August 14,
2019 the freshers' were warmly welcomed by their seniors along
with faculty members conducting fun and frolic interactions and
various ice-breaking sessions.
Freshers were asked to click pictures with frames prepared by
seniors and to post it on social media platforms with hash tags
#MyFirstDay and #CollegeLife. The whole activity was quite
enriching for the new students.
The two-day informal orientation was scheduled to create a
friendly environment among the students on August 14 and 16.
The ﬁrst day proceeded with virtual address of senior dignitaries
including Vice-Chairman, Mr. Aman Sahni, Director, Dr.
Ravikant Swami, Dean DME Media School, Prof. Dr. Ambrish
Saxena, and Head of Department, Prof. Dr. Susmita Bala along
with all the faculty members in the newly built Studio 62.
They enlightened the entrants with the institute's achievements,
facilities, and aims. The informal orientation continued with the
screening of an inspirational movie 'H.S. Dosi' by an alumnus
'Ashray Rao'. The interview of a very promising director and actor
'Tigmanshu Dhulia' who visited the campus of DME during the
international ﬁlm festival CIFFI2019 was also screened in the
studio.
On the second day there was a felicitation ceremony of RIM, a
research project on the Lok Sabha Election 2019, which was
initiated in collaboration with DME Media School and DME Law
School.
The gathering concluded with the screenings of promo videos of
Studio 62, ICAN2 -Indian Cinema and Alternate Network and
CIFFI- Cineaste International Film Festival of India 2019.
Prof. (Dr.) Ambrish Saxena, Dean DME Media School
addressing the new batch of BA(JMC)

- Yukta Prakash

First year students sharing their experience of ﬁrst day
in college
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Eminent Journalist Subhomoy Bhattacharjee gives
an
Sel es and movies marked the beginning for 1st year
insight into Indian economy
The ﬁrst BG Verghese lecture of the new academic session 2019-20
was held on August 29, at the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of DME.
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Chief guest of the programme, Dean, HoD and Faculty
members of DME Media School at the event
- Palak Jaiswal
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DME Students visit All India Radio, learns the art of
programming
To learn the art of making
radio programme and to get
the inside of the working of a
radio station, students of
DME Media School visited
the All India Radio (AIR) on
August 27, 2019. They were
accompanied by Mr. Pramod
Kumar Pandey (subject incharge).
The visit guided by an AIR
oﬃcial, started with the visit
to the small museum present
in the old building of AIR.
The students were told about the analog technology and were
also shown some old radio instruments and other gadgets.
The enthusiastic students were then taken to the Gold FM and
Rainbow FM studio where they got to know about the nuances of script
writing and the art of radio jockeying.

Students during AIR Visit

The students keenly asked
important questions from the
on duty radio jockey about the
various challenges and the
ways to overcome those
challenges to establish
themselves as the radio
professionals in future. The
students were also shown the
software used in AIR which
included Adobe Suite and
Netia.

Students observing activities of presenter
during the visit

The students also saw News
Services Division where they interacted with a retired IIS oﬃcer who delivered
a brief lecture on the
nuances of radio
journalism. The
educational visit of
the students to AIR,
concluded in General
News Room where
they learnt how news

is being disseminated to the masses.

Students gather for a group picture at the end of the visit
- Pramod Kumar Pandey
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Fight against ragging starts from home: Gunjan Singh
With an aim to inform and educate students about the illeﬀects of ragging and bullying, a special lecture on the
causes and consequences of ragging was organised by
Delhi Metropolitan Education on August 09, 2019. Mr.
Gunjan Singh, Advocate, Supreme Court and Litigation
Head, Human Rights Law Network (HRLN) was the
chief speaker on the occasion.

He further talked about the legal implications of ragging
and mentioned diﬀerent laws regarding the same.
The lecture concluded with an interactive session
wherein Mr. Singh answered the queries of the students
and encouraged them to report any act of ragging to the
Anti-Ragging Cell of DME.

Prof. (Dr.) Ravikant Swami, Director, DME, began the
session by introducing the concept of ragging. Prof. (Dr.)
Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School, talked
about the role of society in the ﬁght against ragging.
Mr. Gunjan Singh enlightened the audience with his
expert knowledge. He started his lecture by giving an
example of Aman Kachroo, a victim of ragging who later
he lost his life.
He mentioned that ragging or bullying is a sociological
problem and he had himself faced it.
Mr. Singh explained that the ﬁght against ragging starts
from home and ragging comes from a power relation or
authority. Moreover, ragging is spread everywhere and
not only limited to boys' hostels.

Mr. Gunjan Singh addressing students in
Nelson Mandela Auditorium

- Shubham Mandal
- Kausik Das

Fighting stereotypes, changing mind set through cinema
at 14th We Care Film Festival Awards Ceremony
Brotherhood, a New Delhi based NGO; United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO); National Trust (Statutory body of the
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment); United
Nations Information Centre for India and Bhutan and
Apeejay Institute of Mass Communication are creating
awareness on disability issues through the medium of
ﬁlms by organizing 'We care Film Festival'. It has
created a paradigm shift in past few years, the way
movies are being made and viewed on the subject.
Students of Delhi Metropolitan Education had the
opportunity to witness the award ceremony of the 14th
'We Care Film Festival'. The event was attended by
dignitaries from government organizations, ﬁlm makers
and academicians who are working in the ﬁeld. Eric Falt,
Regional Director at UNESCO, New Delhi,
congratulated the organizers of the ﬁlm festival for
achieving global footprint. “I acknowledged the eﬀorts
of ﬁlm makers in ﬁghting stereotypes and changing
mindset of people on disability”, said Falt during his
interaction.
Ira Singhal, UPSC topper of the year 2014- the ﬁrst
diferently abled woman to top the civil services exam in

the general category, pledged to help the facilitators of
the ﬁlm festival in dissemination of the ﬁlms to large
audience.
Three award winning ﬁlms were showcased at the eventConnection, Post Dark and I am Jeeja, the ﬁlms
highlighted diﬀerent aspects and facets of disabilities.
The event sensitised students towards various issues of
disability and learnt the power of cinema in generating
empathy by using the medium creatively.

DME students outside the UNESCO oﬃce
in New Delhi
-Yashahvika Yadav
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Article 370 an empty shell, now that too gone
To put forth before people balanced views on facts, 'Explained' is an initiative by The Indian Express, where experts explain and try to
make sense of certain current issues that impact general peoples' lives and the world in toto.
The edition of explained that took place on 23rd of August last month, focused on 'Special Status for Jammu and Kashmir:
Constitutional and legal aspects of
the removal of Articles 370 and
35A'. DME was represented in the
event by Prof. Ambrish Saxena,
Dean, Media School, Dr. Susmita
Bala, HoD, Media School and Mr.
Ritwik Ghosh, Assistant Professor,
Media School.
Dr. Aman Hingorani, the guest
expert in discussion, is an eminent
practicing lawyer in the Supreme
Court of India and has studied the
Kashmir issue closely for the past
Dr. Aman Hingorani- guest expert of the session interacting with the audience.
25 years. He walked us through
the political, socio-cultural and
legal intricacies of the issue and
the course ahead. He recounted
some historical facts of the bygone era of the Indian Subcontinent, Kashmir's accession policies, the political arrangements
made then and subsequent developments, provisions of Article 370, 35A and 356.
In view of the decision taken by New Delhi on J&K, Dr. Hingorani was of the opinion that, the genesis of the Kashmir issue does not
lie in Article 370, the solution also does not lie in Article 370. The Kashmir issue is much wider and multi-layered. He remarked,
“Article 370 as it is had become an empty shell and now that too is gone…. It would have been better had the proposal come from the
state itself, to get rid of the irrelevant provisions in Article 370…. I hope the government is right when it says it will help the nation. I
have no reason to doubt what they're doing. I am just examining the constitutional process, because we are a country which is
supposed to follow the rule of law.”
Post discussion, Prof. Ambrish Saxena with this inquisitiveness to understand in depth the government's action, asked a question
from Dr. Hingorani, “….And if tomorrow the Supreme Court
decides that this decision taken by the government is not
legally in harmony with 356, then what will happen actually,
legally?”
To be a well informed citizen will help in forming balanced
opinions and logical decision making. The students of DME
would certainly beneﬁt from listening to programs such as
Explained.
- Ritwik Ghosh

UNO
DME Media School has started a
short video programme UNO
(Unfolding News Outlook) in August.
The programme analyses signiﬁcant
news developments from India and
around the world.

Dr. Susmita Bala and Dr. Ambrish Saxena attending
Explained by The Indian Express
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IN CONVERSATION
WITH

Dr. Atul
Arora
“You should adapt
yourself to the constant changes,
to sustain in media industry”

You have completed 3 years in Delhi
Metropolitan Education. How has been
your journey so far?
In 2009, I decided to undertake teaching as
my profession; it has been a decade now. I
invested 6 years in teaching UG level and
2 years both UG and PG. In Delhi
Metropolitan Education, I have not been
restricted to teaching but I have
also been shouldering administrative
responsibilities. This has turned out to be a
great experience.
You have completed your PhD, still you
are pursuing law. What inspires you to
pursue studies along with your
profession?
From very beginning I had the habit of
looking forward to diﬃcult situations with
positivity. By God's grace my eﬀorts were
acknowledged and I was able to
accomplish both. Therefore, I always
invest my time in upcoming projects,
keeping in mind the requirements of
future.

What subjects do you like to teach the
most?
For me, it has always been a trilogy as I
have been teaching Media Management,
Advertising, Media Laws and Ethics.
Currently I am assigned with a new
subject that is Contemporary Issues,
which has wider scope of research and is
vital in terms of learning.
Who is your inspiration in the ﬁeld of
academics?
Dr. Dharmesh, my supervisor has been
an inspiration for me throughout my
career. He did not only adhere to the
basic rules, but was ﬂexible enough to
adapt to the changing paradigms.
Do you wish to convey any message
for the new batch of DME Media
School?
Each and every moment is very
essential; therefore you should adapt
yourself as per the changes. So work
hard from the very beginning to reach
greater heights in your career.
- Interview by Jenitta Sabu

1. Flipkart set to start its own digital streaming
service.
Flipkart to compete with the likes of Amazon prime and
Netﬂix as they intend to start their own content
streaming service. The streaming service 'Flipkart
Videos' will contain ads while also being free for
Flipkart app users. The service is promising for users
who want the digital platform to
have local languages.
2. Digital media platforms in
India allowed 26% access of FDI.
The union cabinet approved 26%
FDI in digital media. Previously this
was only applicable to the Print
media while Digital media had no
restrictions. This is a good
encouragement for domestic players to improve their
market presence.

beggar to an internet superstar. She is now set to record
her second song with famous musician Himesh
Reshammiya.
4.Amazon ﬁre makes Media superstars
#PrayForAmazonia
Burning of the world's largest rainforest was given a
more serious attention as
many popular celebrities
took to social media to
spread awareness about
the disastrous incident.
Likes of Leonardo
DiCaprio, Ellen
Degeneres hurried onto
twitter to ask for a
greater speech on the
Amazon ﬁre.

MOVEMENTS
IN MEDIA

3. From rags to riches: Social media makes Ranu
Mandal the latest singing sensation
Following the overwhelming response from social
media on a Facebook post by Atindra Chakraborty;
Ranu Mandal has attracted the attention of the Media
Industry. The video of her singing 'Ek pyaar ka nagma
hai' on a railway station went viral and turned her from a

5. Journalist Ravish Kumar wins Ramon
Magsaysay award 2019
Senior Executive Editor of NDTV, Ravish Kumar was
among the ﬁve individuals to win the 2019 Ramon
Magsaysay award. Ravish Kumar was identiﬁed to be
committed to professional, ethical journalism of highest
standards. The award is Asia's highest honour
and is given to individuals or organisations
who demonstrate selﬂess service.
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“This relationship has something special
about it,, that makes every father and every
daughter in the world speak warmly about it”
- Shivani Saini
3rd Semester, Sec-B
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